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As a focus of study, ‘social media’ tend to lack definitional clarity and grounding in 
theories of media and text. This paper establishes and discusses a conceptual frame-
work for defining social media as communicative genres, constituted by the interplay 
between interactive functionalities configured at the software level and the invocation 
and appropriation of various software functionalities to achieve specific purposes in 
and through users’ actual communicative practices. I suggest that social media might 
be seen as particularly dynamic genres, subject to continuous disruption and uncer-
tainty, owing to their deinstitutionalised and participatory character, and the shift-
ing roles of producers and recipients in the networks and conversations that make up 
social media content.
Introduction
The term ‘social media’ is often used in public discourse, by the media industry and in 
academic research, without any – or merely implicit – defining qualifications. Sometimes, 
‘social media’ is confounded with the terms ‘social software’ and ‘Web 2.0’, to denote a new 
era of networked, interactive forms of communication, such as blogs, wikis, social book-
marking, social network sites, photo- and videosharing, and other, primarily Internet-based, 
phenomena that have emerged in recent years. Sometimes, older communication forms, 
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such as e-mail, text-messaging and mobile telephony, and online chat and games are also 
included in the definition (e.g., boyd, 2008, p. 92; Bruns, 2008; Lüders, 2008). For example, 
boyd (2008, p. 92) advances a technology-based understanding of ‘social media’, and con-
siders ‘social media’ to be an umbrella term for a range of digital media that may be used to 
interact with others through network technologies, such as personal computers or smart 
phones. Others describe ‘social media’ regarding the purpose of communication, contrast-
ing it to mass-media, in that they are distinctly intended for the interpersonal communica-
tion and personalised expression of ordinary users (e.g., Lüders, 2008, p. 685). This is often 
framed in terms of ‘user-generated content’ and ‘users as producers’. Related to this, ‘social 
media’ facilitate not only classic broadcasting through one-to-many communication, but 
also one-on-one and many-to-many forms of communication, thus implying a more dis-
tributed agency. While these descriptions are useful, they do not constitute a coherent defi-
nition of ‘social media’ that encompasses the complex interactional and network dynamics 
that characterise them, or their delimitation with respect to other digital media, in terms of 
their communicative attributes. In this article, I intend to provide a conceptual grounding 
for social media, by defining a framework for social media as communicative genres.
The aim of this article is thus to give the study of social media a theoretical and analytical 
grounding in genre analysis, to explore the strengths and limitations of the concept of genre, 
and to adjust it to this particular communicative environment. First, I introduce and moti-
vate a genre-based framework for social media, which is followed by a detailed discussion of 
the relationship between media, genre and text to clarify the relative merits of conceptualis-
ing social media as genres. Then, I briefly review the concept of genre as it has been used in 
computer-mediated communication research, and trace its theoretical underpinnings to a 
functional approach to genre. Finally, I relate the concept of genre to social media as par-
ticularly dynamic genres, arguing for a stronger theoretical emphasis on the pragmatic and 
negotiated aspects, that is, how genres are constituted in their enactment.
Conceptualising social media as communicative genres
Strictly speaking, the term ‘social media’ is nonsense because it presumes that other com-
munication media are not social. This is a fallacy: all media are social in the sense that they 
can be used for social purposes. We discuss the news with our friends, families and co-
workers, we gather around the television set to hang out in the evening, and so forth. Using 
media is intertwined with, sometimes a core part of, our social activities. Thus, ‘social media’ 
needs a qualifier regarding what is special about being social in and through these Inter-
net- and mobile phone-based services compared to other media. I would argue that social 
media facilitate a particular way of being social, namely a sort of everyday togetherness and 
relationship maintenance among participants. Social media are distinctly social because 
they are based on interpersonal communication and interactive content creation, typically 
with a personal purpose. The connections, mutual orientation, and conversations among 
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users are central aspects of the social media use (Helles, 2009, pp. 7-10; Lüders, 2008). More-
over, in contrast to media such as television or newspapers, but similar to the letter and 
telephone, social media are the direct facilitators of, or venues for, this togetherness due to 
their interactive potential and invitations for contributions of active content from the users. 
Certainly, social media may also be used for professional purposes, such as news dissemi-
nation, celebrity branding and so on. However, these uses capitalise on the interpersonal 
nature of connectivity that is defining for social media.
Moreover, as I will argue more elaborately in subsequent sections, social media are not 
media. It is misleading to think of the above-mentioned communicative forms as media 
because such an understanding implies that various social media are based on different 
technologies. Social media form a sub-group of digital media, grouped together because 
they share digital technology and the aforementioned social purposes. They may be based 
on different software, and have different communicative features that enable them to 
accomplish interpersonal orientation and interactive content creation, but digital media 
technology underpins them all. 
Instead, I propose to conceptualise social media as communicative genres, constituted 
at the interplay between interactive functionalities configured in software and the distinctly 
social purposes that users orient to in their communicative practices. The intention here is 
not ontological, that is, to say that social media are genres. Instead, the goal is conceptual 
and analytical: it is to explore what may be gained from studying social media through the 
lens of genre.
Genre denotes commonality or ‘family resemblance’ between texts both within and 
across media, grouped according to, for example, compositional, stylistic or thematic crite-
ria at various levels of similarity. For instance, news journalism on different media platforms 
is recognisable as a genre characterised by factual content, use of sources and adherence to 
criteria of newsworthiness (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1993). News journalism is also a sub-
genre within the broader genre of journalism, alongside sports journalism and investigative 
journalism, among others. That two texts are related by genre implies that they have com-
municative logics and functionalities in common at some level of analysis. 
The notion of genre is linked to a fundamental cognitive need to categorise and sort 
experiences and impressions as a means of navigating the social world. Genres are thus not 
only manifest in texts but also as cognitive tools for organising experience. Communicative 
processes of production and reception are guided by genre knowledge, which establishes 
a common ground in interaction. Genre knowledge is often tacit and deployed in a com-
monsensical way, rendering communication unproblematic. We recognise a blog as a blog, 
an entertainment show on television as entertainment, and so forth. Genre classifications 
are based on social conventions – genres are socially constructed and negotiated.
Conceptualising social media in terms of genre is useful for at least two reasons. First, 
because it provides ‘social media’ with a much needed definitional and conceptual frame-
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each other and are differentiated from other texts by their communicative characteristics 
and social functions. The concept of genre has comparative advantage over media in this 
respect. It is a much more dynamic and flexible concept, well suited for describing the shift-
ing environment and emergence and decline of forms of communication online as shaped 
in the communicative practices and social needs of the users. Second, the genre perspec-
tive shifts the conceptual focus from media technology as constitutive of the various social 
media to the actual communicative process through which different social media accom-
plish different things for the users, and, in this process, become imbued with meaning, and 
inscribed in the social fabric of everyday life. Participants’ recurrent communicative prac-
tices, including the expectations and conventions they embed, are emphasised as playing a 
central role in constituting the various social media, in an interplay with the communicative 
characteristics inscribed in the software. Thus, genre involves analytic tools on the level of 
communicative practice. By stressing genres as orienting devices that help communicat-
ing parties reach an intersubjective understanding of the situation, the framework of genre 
theory offers an explanation of how users manage to successfully navigate dynamic and 
networked social media environments.
Notes of clarification: medium, genre, text
The concept of genre as used in this article is elastic and multidimensional: for instance, it 
includes differentiations at the software level and at the functional level (Finnemann, 2005, 
pp. 163-165). At the software level, genres, including online chat, blogs, social network sites, 
microblogs, and other types of social media, can be distinguished based on their communi-
cative characteristics and interactive functions. Each of these software genres may contain 
functional genres, characterised by specific communicative purposes and social uses on 
various levels of specificity. As I have demonstrated elsewhere (Lomborg, 2009), the blog as 
a software genre, for example, contains a wealth of functional sub-genres that can be clas-
sified according to content, directionality and style (the personal blog, the corporate blog 
etc.). The overarching category of social media is understood as a system of interrelated and 
interdependent communicative genres. This elasticity is necessary for working with genre in 
relation to a broad range of texts, because it allows for systematisation by grouping similar 
texts at different levels of similarity. However, elasticity can also weaken the conceptual 
usefulness of genre because it makes it difficult to localise the genre level in concrete analy-
ses. For purposes of clarity, the present analysis operates on a functional genre level unless 
otherwise stated in the text.
According to Yates and Orlikowski (1992, p. 310), genre analysis struggles with two main 
inconsistencies. The first concerns the level of abstraction of the concept of genre. Studies of 
digital communication often confound ‘medium’ with ‘genre’, and there is no conceptual 
agreement as to what defines media and what defines genre (Yates & Orlikowski, 1992, 
p. 303). For instance, corresponding to the concept of genre I propose here, Herring et al. 
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(2005) consider the blog a genre, whereas Lüders et al. (2010) describe the blog as a medium 
containing various genres, including the diary blog. In her conceptualisation of personal 
media, Lüders (2008) labels the blog a ‘media form’, or a subtype of digital media that is in 
between media and the genre level. Part of the reason for the confusion of ‘medium’ and 
‘genre’ is that with digital media, software enters the equation as an intermediary between 
medium and genre, disturbing both concepts (Finneman, 2005). The second inconsistency 
is related to and concerns the normative scope of the concept of genre, that is, to what 
extent must norms be recognised for their recurrent communicative situation to qualify as 
a genre (Yates & Orlikowski, 1992, p. 304)? How much room is there for internal variation? 
Conceptualising and analysing social media as genres therefore requires some basic clari-
fication concerning the differentiation and interrelationships between the levels of media, 
genre and text. 
Arguing for the necessity of separating medium and genre in the analysis of social media, 
and using the blog as an example, Lüders et al. (2010, p. 952) conclude in a recent article that 
genres should be located below the software level: 
[…] blogs might more conveniently be seen as a medium, based upon specified software 
and templates, on user-friendly updating functions, and with possibilities for comments 
and presentation of comments in reversed order. Independently of these technical features, 
different blogs apply different conventions and meet different expectations. To define a 
genre according to its technological features reduces its important conventional dimen-
sions.
This move clearly separates medium, understood in terms of technical-material features, 
from genre, understood in terms of communicative conventions and expectations. Hence, 
genres come into play in their analysis as sub-categories of blogs – although the criteria 
for establishing these sub-categories remain unclear. The main deficit of their conceptual 
separation, however, is that by locating genre below the software level, Lüders et al. (2010) 
downplay the fact that the ‘technological’ features – meaning communicative characteris-
tics such as reverse chronology, threaded communication, archives and commenting pos-
sibilities – that define the blog are in fact socially negotiated and therefore variable rather 
than fixed. These communicative characteristics have not all been common to blogging 
since its emergence in the mid- to late 90s (Rettberg, 2008). For instance, Blood (2004) 
describes how the software integration of permalinks and commenting functions in blog-
ging software in the early 2000s developed the genre in a more conversational direction. 
Additionally, despite the common understanding of blogs as dialogic and bi-directional, 
not all blogs have commenting functions, for instance, but they are still based on blogging 
software, and commonly recognised as blogs. In other words, genre flexibility in the sense 
of communicative expectations and conventions also operate on a software level, chang-
ing the discursive functionalities, conventions and social purposes of a given genre through 
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As an additional note to the software level, some of the communicative characteristics 
associated with blogs, such as reverse chronology as a temporal organising principle, are also 
characteristic of other genres within the social media environment, including Twitter and 
various forms of newsfeeds in social network sites. In these other services, reverse chronol-
ogy as a particular software element is embedded in a different configuration programmed 
in software. What constitutes a blog, for instance, in relation to other software genres is 
the specific configuration of communicative characteristics that have become convention-
alised for blogs and make blogs socially recognisable and distinct from other genres. Conse-
quently, I find it more appropriate to bind software to the genre level.
Media may contain genres, and media often play a significant role in the recurrent situ-
ation from which the genre arises (Yates & Orlikowski, 1992, p. 310). The Internet and the 
mobile phone are media or meta-media (Finnemann, 2005, p. 165; Jensen, 2010, pp. 69-70, 
100) which contain a wealth of communicative genres (text-message, phone call, homep-
age, email, blog, social network site, online chat etc.). The communicative genres often are 
primarily associated with the Internet (homepage, blog, online chat etc.) or the mobile 
phone (text-message, phone call), but, in principle, the uses of the various genres are inde-
pendent of media platforms. The microblog is an example of a communicative genre at 
work across media platforms, framed in the interplay between the Internet and the mobile 
phone as communication media. 
The notion that genres are influenced by media platforms and technologies (including 
the physical architecture of the platform (Finnemann, 2005, pp. 161-162)) is of course not 
new. For instance, the TV has specific capacities influencing the genre of news because it is 
an audio-visual medium typically situated in the living rooms of people’s homes. This allows 
for different modes of address by expanding the expressive register of the news genre. How-
ever, the interposition of software between media platform and genre in digital media argu-
ably adds a new dimension to the adjustment and development of genres. Changes and 
adjustments at the software level, as is prevalent especially in new services, contribute to 
(re)shaping the communicative functions and social purposes of a given genre – for exam-
ple, by making available new possibilities for interaction between users. 
The differentiation of social media genres rests on a socially shaped evolutionary pro-
cess in which new emergent genres are negotiated at the intersection of existing genres 
(digital genres as well as genres associated with print and other media technologies) (Lüders 
et al., 2010; Miller & Shepherd, 2004) and the communicative potentials and constraints 
offered by digital media. Compared to other media technologies, the span of communi-
cative potentials is quite broad, because digital media technology is extremely variable 
(Finnemann, 2005, pp. 154-160). Developers explore these communicative potentials and 
constraints to design and launch new software and new services, but ordinary users explore 
the communicative potentials too, in and through their communicative practices and inter-
actions with peers within and across different genres. 
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Genre is located as an abstract intermediary between media and texts, and both media 
and text play pivotal roles in the emergence, constitution and development of social media 
genres. Text, here, is understood broadly as communicative practice, that is, users’ actual 
discursive (written, aural, visual, multimodal) contributions within a given social medium.
At a functional level, genre constitution entails a continuous effort and negotiation of 
relevant skills and knowledge through communicative practice. According to Yates and 
Orlikowski (1992), the constitution of a genre (or sub-genre for that matter) is only realised 
insofar as the communicative practices, conventions and expectations linked to the genre 
are socially shared and recognised among a group of users and recurrently expressed in 
text. Consequently, concerning the normative scope, genre constitution is a collabora-
tive accomplishment, although individuals or relatively small groups of people may play a 
leading role in shaping the genre. Because social recognition plays such a vital part, actual 
instances of a given genre as expressed in texts are, in a sense, a negotiation of membership 
in the communicative circuit of a genre. For a text to be accepted as belonging to a specific 
genre, it must demonstrate genre principles, such as understanding and knowledge of how 
the genre works, and what is considered appropriate and relevant to the genre. On this 
premise, the text can contribute to the reshaping and evolvement of the genre. Therefore, 
genre development always rests on and refers to already established genre conventions and 
expectations (Lüders et al., 2010).
Genres are developed in the transgression of existing genre conventions in concrete 
communicative practice. Genres are abstract categories or ideal types that are expressed 
in actual text, but a text is never a pure instance of a genre. Any given blog or online chat is 
of course a bearer of genre traits and therefore a situated expression of the genre, but local 
communicative practices also constitute a unique emergent text with idiosyncratic charac-
teristics. Different texts within a genre accomplish diverse interpretations of the genre due 
to local contingencies, such as the individual participants’ social psychological trajectories, 
experiences and expectations, and the relation between the communicating parties.
Genre and computer-mediated communication
As recently argued by Lüders et al. (2010), genre is becoming ever more relevant as a con-
cept for grasping the myriad of online communication forms. This argument is not entirely 
new, but has been raised sporadically in the field of computer-mediated communication 
since the public breakthrough of the Internet in the 1990s (e.g., Erickson, 2000; Yates & 
Orlikowski, 1992; Yates & Sumner; 1997). Yet, genre analysis has generally not gained firm 
footing in the study of online communication.
There is some related work on genres and computer-mediated communication, both 
regarding conceptual and analytical frameworks for digital genre analysis (e.g., Erickson, 
2000; Yates & Sumner, 1997) and concrete analyses of digital genres such as email (e.g., Yates 
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2005; Miller & Shepherd, 2004; Sørensen, 2008, 2009; for a detailed review, see Lomborg, 
2009) and mobile communication (e.g., Ling et al., 2005).
Most of the studies of genre in computer-mediated communication are grounded in 
either linguistic-functional genre theory (Bhatia, 1996; Swales, 1990) or rhetorical genre 
theory (Bazerman, 1988; Miller, 1984) and draw on classic methods for textual analysis. 
Despite a theoretical emphasis on studying genre as social action that accomplishes certain 
communicative purposes and functions for the communicators, these studies rarely take 
the genre analysis beyond a classificatory level that describes a given genre and its sub-
genres based on form and content. Exceptions include Miller and Shepherd (2004), Lüders 
et al. (2010), Sørensen (2008, 2009) and a recent anthology of genres and the Internet (Gil-
trow & Stein, 2009) whose analyses focus on explaining emergent genres by connecting 
them to their antecedents, such as the personal blog as a reframed version of the diary. A 
focus on textual classification is not necessarily problematic, but it misses the wider poten-
tial of genre analysis in explaining how genres are constituted, negotiated, stabilised and 
destabilised in the communicative process. As a top-down approach, classification involves 
analysing and making inferences on the premises of existing genres, thereby potentially fail-
ing to account for any distinctly new traits that could be constitutive for new genres and 
that could be inferred from the grounded analysis of actual communicative practice. Genre 
analysis based purely on classification blurs and constrains the analytic gaze, and it might 
create an unfittingly static description. It loses sight of the dynamic aspects and situated 
uses of a given genre at a given time, including the specific social achievements of given 
enactments of a genre. Instead of classification, I aim to formulate an approach to genre 
analysis that focuses on what genres do and how genres are done and socially negotiated 
in actual communicative practice. As a point of departure for conceptualising social media 
along these lines, I begin by reviewing functional genre theory.
The functional genre perspective
Genre analysis has developed within several research disciplines, among them – and, for the 
present purpose, most importantly – in rhetoric, applied linguistics and media studies. In 
these three fields, a functional perspective of genre has become influential, one that shifts 
the focus of genre analysis from content/form-based description and classification, to an 
understanding of genre in terms of function and purpose (Andersen, 1994, p. 17). 
The applied linguistic approach to genre is primarily associated with the works of John 
Swales (1990), whose genre definition emphasises the communicative purpose as the guid-
ing principle for the genre:
A genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share some set 
of communicative purposes. These purposes are recognized by the expert members of the 
parent discourse community and thereby constitute the rationale for the genre. This ratio-
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nale shapes the schematic structure of the discourse and influences and constrains choice 
of content and style. (Swales, 1990, p. 58)
The emphasis on communicative purpose, or why people in a discourse community use 
language the way they do, entails an analytic focus on the detailed use of language in terms 
of linguistic style and content. By examining these textual traits, or ‘move structures’ as 
Swales calls them, the communicative purpose or goal of the genre is uncovered. 
A somewhat parallel development in rhetorical genre analysis is marked by a seminal 
and highly influential essay by Carolyn Miller (1984), suggesting that genre should be seen 
as social action. Miller builds on the works of Alfred Schutz regarding the notion of typifica-
tion and the idea that humans act based on their understanding of the situation. Under-
standing, in turn, is generated from a process of typification or categorisation, in which 
humans establish recurrence and similarity between events (Miller, 1984, 156). Genre can 
be considered one such typified, recurrent communicative pattern:
Genre refers to a conventional category of discourse based in large-scale typification of 
rhetorical action; as action, it acquires meaning from situation and from the social context 
in which that situation arose. (Miller, 1984, p. 163)
With this definition of genre, Miller emphasises the social context in which the genre is put 
to use as important for understanding the social action that it accomplishes (also, Berken-
kotter & Huckin, 1993). This pragmatic concept of genre is in a sense more ‘open’, since 
a genre is not necessarily defined by a specific form or type of content (Miller, 1984, p. 
155). Instead, the situated action that the genre accomplishes is highlighted as the guiding 
principle, implying that genres must be analysed from the bottom-up, according to the 
communicative purpose and rhetorical situation in which they occur. Whereas for Swales 
communicative purpose is framed as individual intention and function, from Miller’s per-
spective, purpose – or ‘motive’, as she calls it – is rather an objectified social need (Miller, 
1984, p. 163). Hence, the communicative purpose in Miller’s genre theory is socially negoti-
ated. 
A core component of rhetorical genre theory is an emphasis on dynamic aspects of 
genre. Linking genre to the process of structuration, Yates and Orlikowski (1992) stress that 
genres evolve over time due to the mutual influence of the institutionalised practices and 
individual actions and interpretations of the genre. “A particular instance of a genre need 
not draw on all the rules constituting the genre” (Yates & Orlikowski, 1992, p. 302); it suffices 
that the communicating parties recognise it as an instance of a specific genre. By enacting 
the genre only partly in compliance with the genre rules, the genre is challenged and thus 
must be renegotiated.
The notion of genre in media studies has its roots in literary and film theory (Andersen, 
1994, p. 2; Neale, 1980; Todorov, 1990) and has been cultivated in the study of television 
programme genres. Whereas the linguistic and rhetorical approaches to genre are primar-
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in media studies, the core achievement of the concept of genre is the idea that genres are 
systems of orientations, expectations and conventions that circulate between producers, 
texts and audiences of mass media texts (e.g., Neale, 1980, p. 19). The central element is the 
idea of genre as a relatively stable ‘horizon of expectations’, understood as assumptions or 
genre knowledge guiding the receiver’s sense-making of a given text and a specific produc-
tion model guiding the sender (Palmer, 1990, pp. 11-13). Familiarity with and the ability 
to distinguish a variety of genres are necessary communicative skills for the media user in 
the sense-making process. Accordingly, genre can be thought of as a tacit contract or a 
conventional relation between producer, text and receiver that ensures a mutual under-
standing in the communication process (Neale, 1980, p. 19). Furthermore, and in keeping 
with Miller’s negotiated concept of genre, genres constrain communication and regulate 
behaviour, but they are also dynamic, shaped through interaction and changing over time 
as new texts within a genre reframe or challenge existing genre conventions (Neale, 1980, 
pp. 48-50; Palmer, 1990, p. 14). 
Palmer (1990) argues that genres cannot be unequivocally defined because genres are 
dynamic social processes and refer to multiple dimensions within and outside the text.
Within the text, genre can be manifest at the levels of content and style, and as a com-
municative or compositional structure. To this, Andersen (1994) adds a pragmatic dimen-
sion to genre – how it is used and what the genre conventions accomplish for the user in 
a given context of use. The pragmatic dimension thus reaches beyond the text itself and 
inscribes production and reception in their contexts of use. With genres conceptualised 
as sense-making devices and horizons of expectation in the communication process, the 
pragmatic dimension becomes the overarching principle in the genre analysis, similar to 
Miller’s approach.
Operating with a functional concept of genre, the linguistic, rhetoric and media-studies 
approaches to genre share the focus on studying the communicative purpose as manifest 
in genre conventions of form, style and content in recurrent communicative situations or 
texts. Textual analysis thus plays a pivotal role in genre studies. With the inclusion of pro-
duction models guiding text production, and horizons of expectations guiding text inter-
pretation in the concept of genre, media studies broadens the methodological and analytic 
scope of genre analysis, by explicitly identifying elements outside the text as starting points 
for understanding how genres work, and what they accomplish for the communicating par-
ties (Andersen, 1994, pp. 10-11). Thus, from a media-studies perspective, genre analysis may 
include production and reception studies, using classic sociological methods such as par-
ticipant observation, and interviews with media professionals and audiences (e.g., Bruun, 
2010; Frandsen & Bruun, 2005). 
The functional concept of genre, outlined above, has primarily been used to study writ-
ten documents (e.g., the research article, the business letter) and television formats (e.g., 
talk shows, news, soap operas). These are all institutionalised forms of communication in 
that the text is a fixed and bounded product, usually produced by a professional author 
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and received by an audience. With social media, these conditions change. Ordinary users 
increasingly become producers, texts are constantly modified and expanded, and the sepa-
ration of audiences and senders becomes increasingly obsolete. This raises the question of 
whether the functional concept of genre must be reformulated – theoretically and meth-
odologically – in the study of social media. 
Genre theory applied to social media 
In this section, I turn to social media as communicative genres, discussing some of the chal-
lenges and opportunities that they bring to classic genre theory. Departing from a revision 
of the producer-text-audience model, I will argue that an inherent property of the social 
media environment is that genres become increasingly unstable, ambiguous and dynamic. 
To grasp this, genre analysis must put a stronger focus on how users negotiate genres like 
blogs, social network sites, chat forums, text-messages, microblogs and location-based com-
munication services – in and through social (inter)action as framed by networked media 
such as the Internet and the mobile phone. In keeping with this, I will argue for the relevance 
of a more interactionist-pragmatic approach within functional genre theory, stressing how 
genres emerge and are negotiated, stabilised and destabilised online over time. 
Social media may be described according to their distinction from forms of mass and 
broadcast communication in terms of a number of key characteristics. First, whereas in 
mass media there is an unequal or asymmetric communicative relation between producer 
and audience, because the communication is unidirectional (i.e., one-way from producer 
to audience), the Internet and mobile phone involve a greater potential for symmetrical 
communicative relations between the interacting parties. Producers have a less privileged 
position in the communicative process, as text-production is often collaborative and con-
versational in nature. Furthermore, the networked interactional structure that forms the 
basis of many of the currently flourishing social media implies that users communicate 
directly with each other, instead of through an intermediary agent (e.g., a blog or a chat 
room as opposed to a newspaper in which reader commentaries are selected and edited 
by a moderator or gatekeeper). However, despite a strong focus on individual user agency 
in social media, this agency is of course to a great extent framed by the institutions and 
companies which provide social media services and mine user data for their own purposes 
(e.g., van Dijck, 2009).
Second, social media, and more generally the Internet, constitute a de-institutionalised/
de-professionalised space, because ordinary users and media professionals alike have equally 
easy access to the digital means of production and distribution of content. For instance, 
social networking software from various companies is available for free, and social network 
sites are thus open for everyone who wants to contribute. The flip side of this is that social 
media require more effort from the user in order to flourish and are dependent on popular-
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generating content implies that they too set the criteria of what is topically relevant in social 
media. This has sparked an enormous amount of content reflecting the personal everyday 
lives and moods of users, their daily efforts at coordinating social activities, and loads of 
informal small talk alongside more information-oriented media uses. Hence, social media 
bring ordinary people’s everyday lives to the centre of attention.
Third, social media entail a destabilisation of the text or media product as epitomised in 
the concept of ‘produsage’ – that is, “the collaborative and continuous building and extend-
ing of existing content in pursuit of further improvement” (Bruns, 2008, p. 21). In other 
words, social media texts are emergent and continuously revised, and may change their 
course (thematic scope, style, form) over time as different users leave their marks on them. 
These characteristics and dynamics inherent to the social media have significant conse-
quences for the communicative environment, as they render genres much more dynamic 
and unstable, when compared to a mass media environment. The initiative concerning 
genre renewal in mass media is left to a fairly small group of professionals (e.g., business 
leaders, filmmakers or television producers) who share a certain mindset. This shared mind-
set may result in mass media productions being more likely to reproduce than innovate 
genre. Moreover, the communicating parties (author(s) and audience) are usually separated 
in time and space, rendering immediate and direct feedback on the text impossible. Consid-
ering this in connection with the primacy of a commercial logic in mass media of retaining 
audiences (for public service legitimacy or advertising revenues), institutional media outlets 
may be inclined to ‘play it safe’ and serve familiar products to the mainstream audience. 
Consequently, in spite of a theoretical emphasis on the dynamic aspects of genre in clas-
sic functional genre theory, the institutionalised production patterns and the separation 
of producers and audiences in time and space may in fact significantly slow down genre 
development. 
In contrast, social media genres may be anticipated to exhibit more dynamic and unsta-
ble genre patterns because a larger and more diverse number of producers and audiences 
are in direct dialogue, making feedback much more instantaneous, especially in synchro-
nous short-form genres such as online chat and microblogging. As a consequence of the 
very direct feedback structure online, genres are likely to be organised in a more ad-hoc 
way, as the horizons of expectations of the user/producers may be constantly challenged, 
reproduced and adjusted through interaction with fellow user/producers. The argument 
made here is a theoretical one that must be tested through empirical analysis. In addition, 
because communication in many social media genres is embedded in practices of network 
creation and maintenance, the dynamics of networking influence genre development. The 
network structure may entail less tightly knit norms and thus greater genre variety, but the 
dependence on connecting with others in networks may also generate a pressure towards 
conformity. For instance, Lomborg’s (2011) qualitative empirical work on ordinary users’ 
appropriation of Twitter in everyday life suggests that densely connected and tightly-knit 
clusters of users may involve more stable expressions of Twitter as a communicative genre, 
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because users are more inclined to ‘agree’ on its basic conventions, whereas the norms and 
expectations guiding the enactment of Twitter may be less firmly constituted in loosely 
structured and highly distributed networks of users. Such networks may thus display 
greater fluctuation in the expression of genre. This indicates that the specific configuration 
of the network in which a given genre is enacted influences the degree of genre stability. 
Further empirical work remains to be done clarifying and solidifying such claims about the 
role of network dynamics in the negotiations of a given genre. 
When the ordinary user/producer, rather than media institutions, defines the genre con-
ventions of various social media, this potentially creates more ambiguity, more variation and 
less stability in the expression of a given genre. The wealth of sub-genres and hybrids within 
the blog genre provides empirical illustration of this (Lüders, 2008, p. 688). Moreover, genre 
overlaps, mixings and mergers may be more common; in other words, Twitter and other 
microblogging systems mix core software features from social network sites (articulation of 
networks of friends or followers) with elements from blogging (e.g., author-centeredness, 
reverse chronology). Genre mixing is also widespread within individual texts: a specific blog 
or microblog may combine, for example, political statements and arguments with notes on 
the author’s private life (e.g., Lomborg, 2009). Along similar lines, users often communicate 
through multiple genres simultaneously with the same people (e.g., Helles, 2009), possibly 
implying that genre norms linked to, for instance, conversations in text-messages migrate 
to microblogs or other social media. Another example of the intersection of separate genre 
circuits is the practice of synchronising profiles, which involves interlinking, for instance, 
one’s blog, Twitter and Facebook accounts so that new posts in one of these appear auto-
matically in the other two. 
Concerning more fundamental genre adjustments, Twitter is a particularly vivid exam-
ple of the social shaping of genres and genre change from the bottom up. As a proponent 
of the microblogging genre, Twitter was originally designed as a communicative network 
in which individuals could speak their minds in ‘tweets’ and other users could read what 
they wrote – it was not really designed for conversation. However, users themselves started 
to have conversations and to spread each others’ tweets, resulting in, for instance, the 
addressivity function of the @ sign and the RT (retweet) function being embedded in the 
design over time (boyd, Golder & Lotan, 2010). By making changes at the software level, 
Twitter has sought to adjust the service to the users’ needs and practices. 
The dynamism of social media is perhaps most evident in the almost incessant emer-
gence of new services that enter the genre ecology and potentially destabilise the existing 
genres. The advent of the microblog and Twitter and Facebook in particular, for instance, 
destabilised the blog at first. Its short form implied easy and less time consuming commu-
nication than the often-lengthy postings prevalent in blogs, and microblogs quickly caught 
popularity. This led some media commentators to claim the death of the blog – outcom-
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new genres gain traction, the functions and social uses of existing genres are readjusted and 
their purposes redefined.
Social media constitute a quite chaotic communicative environment in which genres 
are in constant flux. Ironically, this is the very reason why genres and genre knowledge are 
still extremely important orientation and sense-making devices for users in that they frame 
communication with certain conventions and expectations and thus provide a sense of 
‘fixity’ (Lüders et al., 2010; Yates & Sumner, 1997). 
Conclusion  
– towards a functional-pragmatic genre analysis of social media
Rather than rejecting functional genre theory and analysis for the study of social media, I 
suggest that it can be attuned to the interactional and networked logic of social media, by 
placing stronger emphasis on the pragmatic dimension of genre (Andersen, 1994; Miller, 
1984). This includes a focus on genre enactments, and sensitivity to social interaction 
and interactive dynamics as important components in the negotiation of genre (Yates & 
Orlikowski, 1992). 
Reformulated along pragmatic lines, then, genre analysis aims to document broader pat-
terns of interaction. Regarding the actors’ genre knowledge and expectations, a central ana-
lytical task is to identify the interactional skills that are necessary to engage in meaningful 
conversation. What types of knowledge are considered important in a given genre, to what 
degree is genre knowledge shared and agreed upon, and what are the basic components of 
this knowledge? How do genre knowledge and genre patterns stabilise and destabilise over 
time through participants’ practices? 
Social media lend themselves very well to the study of genre negotiations because their 
texts make visible the process of mutual adjustment and fine-tuning of expectations con-
cerning their interaction in a constant process of feedback on appropriate and relevant 
behaviours. The communicative practices of ordinary users in blogs, social network sites, 
online chat, location-based services and the like are thus basically genre norms and conven-
tions in the making.
This restatement of the aims of genre analysis maintains that a genre analysis must take 
its starting point in the communicative practices that characterise specific instances of the 
genre. That is to say, classic textual analysis remains central to genre analysis. However, meth-
odologically and analytically it opens a range of new possibilities for genre analysis. If genre 
is enacted through social interaction, this implies that genre can be studied and analysed 
within an interactionist framework focusing on how users ‘do’ genre – that is, on how users 
accomplish meaningful communication by bringing interactional norms, conventions and 
tacit genre knowledge into play in the communicative process, and on how they demon-
strate genre skills. Accordingly, analytic frameworks such as ethnomethodology, conversa-
tion analysis, frame analysis and discursive psychology may prove highly useful. Along with 
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these frameworks, methods like (participant) observation may enter the methodological 
toolbox of genre analysis to complement text analysis and individual interviews, and pos-
sibly offer new trajectories and fuel to the study of genre.
In this article, I have outlined a conceptual framework for the study of social media 
based upon functional-pragmatic genre theory, fundamentally seeing social media as a sub-
group of digital media that are characterised by a distinct social purpose at the commu-
nicative level (interpersonal communication and togetherness), and interactive features at 
the software level (e.g., possibilities for connecting with peers through interactive content 
creation). From this basis, I have argued that when analysing social media from a genre 
perspective, the emphasis must be put on studying ‘doing genre’ in the sense of explicating 
genres as enacted and negotiated in and through social practice. In particular, sensitivity to 
interactional dynamics becomes crucial in a genre analysis of social media.
I have further argued that social media constitute a particularly dynamic genre environ-
ment, in part because of the very direct feedback structure online and the large number of 
ordinary users engaged in genre production and negotiation through participation in social 
media. Emergent texts mix genres at a high pace, genres intersect when user interactions 
unfold across genres, and new genres continuously emerge from combinations of existing 
genres. Due to this potential dynamism, ambiguity and instability, a genre analysis of social 
media must be sensitive to the context in which genres emerge, and to how genres are 
configured, negotiated, stabilised, and possibly destabilised over time. Along these lines, a 
much overlooked analytic trajectory concerns the question of how and why some sites and 
genres grow enormously popular, widely mastered and appreciated in everyday life across 
demographic groups and cultures (social network sites such as Facebook being the obvious 
example), while others (e.g., location-based genres and to some extent blogs and Multi User 
Dungeons (MUDs) MUDs)) remain niche-oriented or even perish over time.
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